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How to Play the Game
The object of the game is to get two to five of your color in a row (including around 
corners) while keeping your opponent(s) from doing the same.    The winner is 
determined by adding the number of rows of panels + the single panels for a final score.

Scoring:
1 panel = 1 point
row of two panels = 4 points
row of three panels = 6 points
row of four panels = 8 points
row of five panels = 10 points
(more than five panels in a row starts another row)

Number of players: 2 - 4.    If less than four players, simply press the "Finished" button 
for colors not playing.    There is currently no computer based opponent.

To play you must press the "Roll Dice" button and then through addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or any combination thereof, using each die once and only once, 
come up with a number from 1 to 36.    After you have determined what your number is, 
select it by clicking on the adjacent panel; or, press the "Finished" button if you do not 
have a play.    At this point, the other players may choose to "Challenge" your selection 
or continue with the next player's turn.

Challenging is done immediately after the previous player has rolled the dice and 
selected a numbered panel.    If the challenge is successful, the challenger claims the 
previous player's selection for him/her self and the turn proceeds as normal; if not, the 
challenger loses one of his/her selections that the previous player chooses, and the 
previous player, having been redeemed, keeps the challenged selection.    The play then
resumes as above.    All math is completely unchecked by the program; so, the user is 
responsible for all calculations.



Ordering Information
I. Individual:
            $2.00 (two U.S. dollars)

II. Corporation (Not for profit):
            $0.50/copy 1-100** (fifty U.S. cents per copy)
(** I will write off every copy over 100 copies to 501C's whose agenda I agree with.)

III. Corporation (For profit) and Government:
            $5/copy 1-10 (five U.S. dollars each copy for one to ten copies)
            $1/copy 11+ (one U.S. dollar for each copy over eleven)

Send your name, postal and e-mail addresses, and money (U.S. dollars only) to:
Ray Storer
L&R Associates, Inc.
613 Brown Street
Vine Grove, KY    40175-1122

I will promptly e-mail your registered version to you.    If you desire ground or air 
shipping, you must include a self addressed and stamped floppy disk mailer with a 
blank and formatted floppy disk, or add $10 shipping and handling to your total.

Questions and Answers:
rstorer@ibm.net
CIS: 102702,3466
(Only registered users get support beyond installation)



Copyright Notice
This software is copyright , 1995, L&R Associates, Inc.
All rights reserved.

In no event shall L&R Associates, Inc., its employees, partners, or officers be held liable
for any damages (collateral or otherwise) this software may cause.    The individual 
takes full responsibility for any and all damages when they use the program.






